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UNIT II – GEOMETRIC DESIGN OF HIGHWAYS

PART - A (2 mark)
1. What do you understand by non-passing sight distance? (APRIL/MAY 10)

The minimum sight distance available on a highway at any spot should be of
sufficient length to stop a vehicle travelling at design speed, safety without collision with

any other obstruction.
The absolute minimum sight distance is therefore equal to the stopping sight

distance, which is also sometimes called non passing sight distance.

2. Write down the requirements of an ideal transition curve. (APRIL/MAY 10)
The main requirement of an ideal transition curve is that the super elevation should be

increased uniformly with the increase of centrifugal force.
That is the centrifugal force is proportional to the transition curve and super elevation is

also proportional to the length of the transition curve. Hence the fundamental condition for a
curve to be a transition curve is that the radius of curvature should be inversely proportional to
the lengths.
3. What is mean by minimum gradient in highway? Why it is provided? (APRIL/MAY 11)

A road with less gradient or level may not be in a position to drain easily. The surface
water may drain to the side drains due to the camber. But a longitudinal slope is needed to drain
the water on the surface and from the side drain. Hence it is essential to have a certain
minimum gradient on roads from drainage point of view provided topography permits. The
minimum gradient depends on the factors like rainfall, runoff, type of soil, topography and other
site conditions.

4. What is the factor governing super elevation of a road surface? (APRIL/MAY 11)
In order to counter balance the centrifugal force the outer edge of the road is raised

which is known as the super elevation or cant or banking.
Factors governing super elevation are:

Centrifugal force
Weight of the vehicle and its speed
Friction of the road surface
Radius of the curve of the road
Drainage condition

5. What is mean by super elevation? (MAY/JUNE 12) (MAY/JUNE 13)
In order to counterbalance the centrifugal force the outer edge of the road is raised which

is known as super elevation or cant or banking. This transverse slope is provided throughout the
length of the horizontal curve. The super elevation is expressed as the ratio of the outer edge
with respect to the horizontal width.

.
6. Define stopping sight distance. (MAY/JUNE 12)

Stopping sight or absolute sight distance is the sight distance needed when the visibility
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should be such that a driver travelling at the design speed has sufficient length of the road
ahead to stop vehicle after seeing the object without collision or accident.

7. State PIEV theory. (MAY/JUNE 13)
Reaction time of the driver is the time taken from the time the object is seen by the driver to

the time the breaks are effectively applied.PIEV theory considers the reaction time to comprise
of

Perception
Intellection’
Emotion
volition

8. What is transition curve? (NOV/DEC 13) A
transition curve has a radius which decreases from infinity at the tangent point to a

designed radius of the circular curve. When a transition curve is introduced between a straight
and circular curve, the radius of the transition curve decreases becomes minimum at the
beginning of the circular curve. The rate of change of radius of the transition curve will depend
on the equation of the curve or its shape.

9. Briefly explain illumination sight distance. (NOV/DEC 13)
This is the distance visible to the driver during night driving under the illumination of the

vehicle head lights. This sight distance is critical at up gradient and at the ascending stretch of
the valley curves.

10. What is mean by geometric design?
The geometric design of highway deals with the dimensions and layout of visible

features of the highway such as alignment, sight distance and intersections. The geometrics of
highway should be designed to provide optimum efficiency in traffic operations.

11. What are the elements in geometric design?
Geometric design of highways deals with:

i) Cross section elements
ii) Sight distance considerations
iii) Horizontal alignment details
iv) Vertical alignment details
v) Intersection elements.

12. What are the design factors are allowed in geometric design?
The important of these factors which control the geometric elements are:
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a) Design speed
b) Topography
c) Traffic factors
d) Design hourly volume and capacity
e) Environmental and other factors

13. Define design speed.
The design speed is the most important factors controlling the geometric design

elements of highways. The design speed is decided taking into account the overall requirements
of the highway. The design speed standards are modified depending upon the terrain or
topography. Design of almost every geometric design element of a road is dependent on the
design speed.

14. What are the factors considered in horizontal alignment?
There are various design factors to be considered in the horizontal alignment are design

speed, radius of circular curves, type and length of transition curves,superelevation and
widening of pavement on curves.

15. Define the formula for centrifugal force?
P=Wv2/gr

P= Centrifugal force
W=Weight of the vehicle
R=radius of circular curve
V=speed of vehicle
g= Acceleration due to gravity.

16. What is meant by centrifugal ratio and effects of ratio?
The ratio of the centrifugal force to the weight of the vehicle, p/w is known as the

centrifugal ratio (or) the impact factor. The centrifugal ratio is thus equal to V2/gr. The
effects are:

i) Tendency to overturn the vehicle outwards about the outer wheels.
ii) Tendency to skid the vehicle laterally.

17. Define gradient.
Gradient is the rate of rise or fall along the length of the road with respect to the

horizontal. It is expressed as a ratio of 1 in x. Sometimes the gradient is also expressed as a
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percentage.

18. What are the categories allowed in gradients?
Gradients are divided into following categories
. i) Ruling gradient

ii) Limiting gradient
iii) Exceptional gradient
iv) Minimum gradient
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19. What are the functions allowed in horizontal transition curve?
The functions are:

a) To introduce gradually the centrifugal force between the tangent point and the beginning
of the circular curve.

b) To enable the driver turn the steering gradually for his own comfort and security.
c) To enable gradual introduction of the designed super elevation and extra widening of

pavement.
d) To improve the aesthetic appearance of the road.

20. Explain the analysis of super elevation?
The forces acting on the vehicle while moving on a circular curve of radius R meters, at

speed of V m/sec.
i) The centrifugal force P=Wv2/gr acting horizontally outwards through the center of

gravity, CG
ii) The weight W of the vehicle acting vertically downwards through the CG.
iii) The frictional force developed between the wheels and the pavement counteractions,

transversely along the pavement surface towards the center of the curve.
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PART B (16 MARKS)

1. a valley curve is formed due to two gradients +3.5% and -2.75%.if the design speed of this
highway is 80kmph, determine the stopping sight distance and design the valley curve to fulfill
both comfort and head light distance conditions. (APRIL/MAY 10)

2. What are the objectives of widening of road pavement at horizontal curves? Derive an
expression for the extra widening. (APRIL/MAY 10)

In horizontal curves, especially when the radii of the curves are low, it is the practice to widen
the pavement width a little extra for safe driving.

Reason for widening
Majority of vehicles have the facility to turn only the front wheels and have a rigid wheel
base. Jeep like vehicles has four wheel drive facility. When vehicle with two wheel drive
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facility take a turn to negotiate a horizontal curve, the rear do not follow the same path
on that of the front wheels. This is referred to as off tracking.

Rear wheels follow the inner path on the curve. That is, when the inner front wheel takes a
path on the inner edge of a pavement at a curve, inner rear wheel will be off pavement on the
inner shoulder.

At high speeds when adequate super elevation and lateral friction are not available,
there will be some transverse skidding and the rear wheel may take paths on the outside
of those traced by the front wheels.
The drivers may have a tendency in general to follow the curved path with larger radius
and to have a greater visibility at curve.
While negotiating an oncoming vehicle or overtaking a horizontal curve there is a

psychological tendency for the drivers to adopt a greater clearance between the
vehicles.

Thus to take care of these aspects, it has been the practice to widen the pavement on the
horizontal curves when the radius of the curve is less than 300m.the extra widening needed
comprises of two parts, viz.

Mechanical widening
Psychological widening

Mechanical widening
Mechanical widening is provided to account for off tracking due to the rigidity of the

wheel base. The movement of the vehicle shown in fig.

Psychological widening
The psychological widening is mainly provided for greater maneuverability of the vehicle. This

is particularly important in pavements with more than one lane.

Extra widening
The extra widening is introduced gradually starting from the tangent point in curves with

transition curve. If the curve is provided with a transition curve, then it is started from the
beginning of the transition curve and provided with uniform rate till the full value of We is
reached. This is the point where the full super elevation is provided. The widening is provided
equally on either side of the curve at every cross section up to a value of We/2.
On horizontal curves without transition curve, two thirds of the widening is provided at the end

of the straight section and one thirds is provided on the circular curve beyond the tangent point.
In this case the widening is provided only on the inside of the curve.

3. What is the need for transition curve? How its length is determined? (APRIL/MAY 11)
It is an arc between a straight and a circular curve or between two arcs of a compound

curve. The radius of a transition curve varies from infinity to a fixed value.

Vehicles passing from straight into a circular curve experience jerk due to the effect of
centrifugal force. The centrifugal force always acts in a direction perpendicular to the axis of
rotation. In order to counter act the above effect the outer edge of the road or the rail is raised
which is called the super elevation or cant. This super elevation is provided gradually along the
transition curve.
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Advantages:
Introduces super elevation gradually from zero at the tangent point to the value on the
circular curve.
Maintains a constant proportional between super elevation and rate of change of
curvature.
Eliminates discomfort overturning and side slipping vehicles.
Eliminates discomfort to passengers.

Requirements
The transition should be tangential to the straight.
The curvature amount of super elevation should be zero at the origin of the straight.
The curvature of the transition curve should increase at the same rate as that of the
super elevation.
The exact amount of super elevation should be attained at the junction with the circular
curve.

Length of transition curve
Length of a transition curve is calculated based on one the following considerations.

By adopting a particular rate of super elevation.
By considering arbitrary rate of super elevation.
By considering rate of change of radial acceleration.

By adopting a particular rate of super elevation
The definite rate of super elevation varies from 1 in 300 to 1 in 1000.

Length of transition curve, L=ne/100 m
Where
e=amount of super elevation in centimeters
n=rate of super elevation

By considering arbitrary rate of super elevation.
Length of transition curve, L= (exV)/x
Where
e=amount of super elevation
V=speed in meters per second
x=time rate in centimeters per second

By considering rate of change of radial acceleration
Radius acceleration on circular curve=V2/R

Time taken by the vehicle to cover transition curve=L/V s
If the change of radial acceleration is K m/s3 then,
Time taken to attain maximum radial acceleration=V2/(KR) s
From equation
L/V= V2/(KR)
L=V3/(KR)
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6. Explain the factors influencing overtaking sight distance. (MAY/JUNE 12)
Vehicles moving at the design speed should be able to safety overtake the vehicle moving

at slow speed at reasonable intervals without causing obstruction or hazard to traffic
coming from opposite direction. This situation may not arise if the entire vehicles are moving at
the design speed.

It may not be possible to provide the facility of overtaking throughout the length of the road.
However, the overtaking facility should be provided at frequent intervals.

Overtaking sight distance is the minimum sight distance that should be available for driver
to overtake another vehicle safety on a two way road. This is also referred to as safe passing
sight
distance.

The following are the factors affecting overtaking sight distance:
Speeds of overtaken and overtaking vehicles.
Other vehicles coming from the opposite direction.
Space between overtaking and overtaken vehicles.
Skill and reaction time of the driver.
Rate of acceleration of overtaking vehicle.
Slope of the road.
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7. Calculate the stopping sight distance required to avoid head on collision of two cars
approaching opposite directions at a speed of 75kmph and 85kmph.assume that the reaction
time of drivers be 2.5 secs and co-efficient between road surface and tyres be
0.4. (MAY/JUNE 12)

8. Explain the factors affecting sight distances. (MAY/JUNE 13) (NOV/DEC 13)
The following are the factor affecting sight distance:

Total reaction time of the driver
Speed of the vehicle
Efficiency of breaks
Frictional resistance between the road and the tyres
Gradient of the road
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Total reaction time of the driver
Reaction time of the driver is the time taken from the instant the object is visible to the driver

to the breaks are effectively applied. The amount of time gap depends on several factors.
During this time the vehicle travels a certain distance at the original speed or the design speed.
Thus stopping distances increases in reaction time of the driver. The total reaction time may be
split up into two parts.

Perception time
Break reaction time

The perception time is the time required for a driver to realize that breaks must be applied it is
the time from the instant the object comes on the line of sight of the driver to the instant he
realizes that the vehicle needs to be stopped.

The break reaction time also depends on several factors including the skill of the driver, the
type the problems and various other environmental factors.
Speed of the vehicle

The stopping distance depends very much on the speed of the vehicle. First, during the total
reaction time of the driver the distance moved by the vehicle will depend on the speed. Second,
the breaking distance or the distance moved by the vehicle after applying breaks, before coming
to a stop depends also on the initial speed of the vehicle. Hence it is evident that higher the
speed, the higher will be the stopping distance.
Efficiency of breaks

The breaking efficiency is said to be 100 percent if the wheels are fully locked preventing
them from rotating on application of the breaks.

This will result in 100 percent skidding which is normally undesirable, except in utmost
emergency. Also skidding is considered to be dangerous, as it is not possible to control a
skidding vehicle.

Hence avoid skid, the breaking forces should not exceed the frictional force between the
wheels and tyres.
Frictional resistance between road and tyres

The frictional resistance developed between road and tyres or the skid resistance depends on
the tyre and condition of the road surface and the tyres.

The breaking distance increases with decrease in skid resistance.IRC has specified a design
friction co efficient of 0.35 to 0.4 depending upon the speed to be used for finding the breaking
distance in the calculation of stopping sight distance.

This value apart from having sufficient safety factor: permits a rate of retardation which
is fairly comfortable for passengers.

9. Explain the steps involved in the design of hill roads. (MAY/JUNE 13) The
following are the steps involved in design of hill road:

Alignment of hill road
Alignment survey

Design
Rock cutting
Precipice work
Retaining walls
Revetment walls
Pavement type
Drainage in hill roads
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Alignment of hill road
The hill road alignment should link up the obligatory points and control points fitting well in the

landscape and satisfying the geometric requirements. The best alignment for a hill road is one
where in the total sum of the ascents and descends between extreme points is the least. It is
permissible to increase the length as much as 50 times the height saved by a detour.
Some particulars of special significance are discussed below:

Resisting length
Trace cut for hairpin bends
Geological considerations

Alignment survey
The alignment of hill road is fixed in three stages:

Reconnaissance
Trace cut
Detailed survey

Design of hill road
Rock cutting

If the rock stratum slopes downward into the hill side, the rock is permitted to
overhang the road forming a half tunnel. Blasting is done either from face or from
one or both sides.
If the strata are inclined towards the hill slope, cutting is continued until the inner slope is
at a safe angle to prevent slipping.

Precipice work
Where the time available does not allow for blasting and tunnel work, cliff galleries and

cradles are restored for the negotiation of cliffs and precipices. These are suitable only for light
vehicles or foot traffic and considered only for short term use and not as a permanent road way
for regular traffic. It is an important that the strata should dip inwards from the face in order to
ensure safe attachments for the jumpers and holdfasts and to lessen the risk of rock falls.

Retaining walls
Retaining walls are the most important structure in hill road construction to provide

adequate stability to the roadway and to the slope. Retaining walls are constructed on the valley
side of the roadway and also on the cut hill side to prevent land slide towards the roadway.

Pavement walls
The embankment slopes are normally protected with rough stone pitching about 30cm thick

in order to avoid erosion due to flow of water.
If the stopping length is too long it is preferable to construct a toe wall .to support the

embankment and depending upon the slope available. Where the cutting slope is steep and
contains loose or scourable soils, slips are likely to occur.

Pavement type
Because of the high intensity of rain fall generally throughout the year in the hill reigns, an

important type of pavement proves more effective, through the initial cost may be high. A
permeable surface such as W.B.M gets eroded by the heavy rains and regular maintenance
cost comes out to be high.

The bituminous pavements are therefore preferred on hill road. Cement concrete pavements
are not considered suitable because of its high initial cost and delay in construction.
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10. Explain the general principles to be followed in the design of horizontal alignment.
(NOV/DEC 13)

General:
Often changes in direction are necessitated in highway alignment due to obligatory points.

Various design factors to be considered in the horizontal alignment are
Design speed
Radius of circular curve
Type and length of transition curve
Super elevation
Widening of pavement of curves

The alignment should enable consistent, safe and smooth movement of vehicle operation
at design speed. It is hence necessary to avoid those sharp curves and reverse curves which
could not be conveniently negotiated by vehicle at design speed. Improper design of horizontal
alignment of roads would necessitate speed changes resulting in increased vehicle operation
cost and higher accident rate.

Design speed
The overall design of geometrics of any highway is a function of the design speed.

The design speed is the main factor on which geometric design elements depends. The sight
distances, radius of horizontal curve, super elevation, extra widening of pavement, length of
horizontal transition curve and the length of summit curve are all dependent on design speed.
The design speed of roads depends upon

Class of the road
Terrain

The speed standard of particular class of road thus depends on the classification of the
terrain through its passes. The terrain have been classified as plain, rolling, mountainous and
steep, depending on the cross slope of the country as given below.

Terrain classification Cross slope of the country,
percent

Plain 0-10
Rolling 10-25
Mountainous 25-60
Steep Greater than 60

The design speed (ruling and minimum) standardized by the IRC for different classes of
roads on different terrains in rural areas are given in table. The ruling design speeds are the
guiding criteria for the geometric design. However, minimum design speeds may be accepted
where site conditions or economic considerations warrant. The ruling design speed suggested
for the national and state highways of our country passing through plain terrains in 100 kmph
and through rolling terrain is 80 kmph.

The recommended design speeds for different classes of urban roads are:
For arterial roads 80 kmph.
Sub arterial roads 610 kmph,
Collector streets 501 kmph,
Local streets 30 kmph.
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11. Calculate the SSD for design of 70 kmph for two way traffic and one way traffic road.
Take reaction=2.5 seconds and coefficient of friction=0.35. (APL/MAY 11)
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